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UNT’s course evaluation system (SPOT -
Student Perceptions of Teaching) 
opened on Monday, April 15 and runs 
through Thursday, May 2.

You should have received an email 
providing guidance on how to respond. 

Please respond: I need and value your feedback on what worked 
well this semester, and what can be improved.

Thanks in advance for your 
helpful comments

Our Thursday class will mostly be a work/Q&A time

Please come with any questions you might have as you wrap up 
your XYZ Inc. semester project reports and presentations

This Thursday

All project reports are due on Tuesday

Project presentations will be happening both Tuesday and 
Thursday

▪ Please remember to email me and print your presentation file 
before 11:00 AM on your presentation day

▪ Your filename should be your name to avoid any confusion
▪ I will set up all presentations on our front classroom computer 

immediately before class both days

Next Week

Please see me if you 
need to look up your 
project presentation 
day/time

GIS and Business 

Location Analytics
Week 13
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GIS and Business Location Analytics

 As we move toward the end of this course, I want us to take 

a step back to think about how we can do our job better as 

geographers

 Basic idea: we need to understand the nature of geography

 1. As a Field of Investigation: what questions is geography 

equipped to answer uniquely well?

 2. As a Communications Tool: when is geography uniquely 

equipped to communicate a fundamental characteristic of a 

situation?

GIS and Business Location Analytics

 The key issue impacting many geographers: we can’t explain 

the value of location because it is so obvious to us

 Q: How might we start to engage with this question?

 How and why does geography contribute value to an 

organization?

 Why should ExxonMobil care about location and distribution? 

What the Texas Department of Agriculture? The American Red 

Cross? Amazon? Any other institution you can name?

GIS and Business Location Analytics

 If we truly understand the value of location, our work will be 

more valuable to the people we work for

 Note: it is possible to have location data and questions, and 

not do a good job of leveraging the power of geography and 

maps
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Q: Is there any 

valuable information 

here? What insights 

are being 

communicated?

How could these 

insights be 

communicated 

better?
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There is definitely 

something of spatial 

interest going on 

here

But trying to analyze 

this dataset without 

mapping misses 

something important

Mapping the dataset 

adds crucial insight, 

and sets up 

possibilities for 

further analysis Business Location

Customer

Customer Dot Map
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Mapping the dataset 

adds crucial insight, 

and sets up 

possibilities for 

further analysis

Paying attention to 

geography adds value 

to the business 

decision process, but 

how do we define 

this value?

Business Location

Customer Count by Zip 

Code
GIS and Business Location Analytics

 I’ve been having this “value of geography” conversation for 

years with other professional geographers (academics, 

practitioners)

 The quality of answers we have been able to generate has 

been surprisingly low

 However, occasionally we do have breakthroughs

GIS and Business Location Analytics

 One of the most powerful 

presentations I’ve seen on this 

general topic was a seminar that a 

geographer named Derek Watkins

gave in this department

 Derek Watkins has one of the most 

interesting jobs a geographer can have: 

graphics editor for the New York Times

 His job: understand the stories being 

covered by the Times, and invent tools to 

help newspaper readers truly engage with

and understand the news themselves

The following is based on the simple 

but provocative set of insights 

suggested by Derek Watkins in his UNT 

seminar

Geography as an Analytical Venue: Four 

Questions that Maps Answer Uniquely

 1. Spatial Context: What is a Place Like?

 This is one of the most basic questions that a 

geographer could ask or answer with a map

 Geographers like this question because it focuses on 

place, which is obviously central to geography

 Where we fall down sometimes is in not understanding 

the full array of capabilities that maps and spatial 

thinking give us in answering this question in multiple 

and creative ways

Scenario: how can we better 

understand what happened with an 

airline passenger plane crash?

_______________

This is a basic example of the “what is 

place X like” kind of question
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Q: When an airplane crash happens, what are some 

of the major questions that people want to answer?

Some questions are undoubtedly about the airplane itself 

and what happened to make it crash

However, in many cases an important element of “what 

happened” could be where the crash happened: did location 

in some way contribute to the crash

In all cases, the crash actually did happen in a specific place, 

so immediate concerns come up about search, rescue, and 

recovery related to the location of the crash

Basic Visualization of the March 2015 GermanWings

Airliner Tragedy

Q: What makes this visualization 

effective in giving the viewer insight

into this air travel disaster?

What are the key elements of this visualization?

A good place map does not have to be 

3D, however

_______________

Let’s look at another example that 

gives insight into what a region is like

Hot and Cold Spots for Illegal, Sexually-Based Massage Businesses 

in the Houston Area

Sean M. Crotty & Vanessa Bouché (2018) ‘The Red-Light Network: Exploring the Locational 

Strategies of Illicit Massage Businesses in Houston, Texas’. Papers in Applied Geography 4:2

Q: What insight does this map give into the place that is Houston? 

How else could this insight be communicated?

Sean M. Crotty & Vanessa Bouché (2018) ‘The Red-Light Network: Exploring the Locational 

Strategies of Illicit Massage Businesses in Houston, Texas’. Papers in Applied Geography 4:2
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Good map responses to this kind of 

“place characteristic” question give us 

crucial context that would be difficult to 

gain in any other way

Geography as an Analytical Venue: Four 

Questions that Maps Answer Uniquely

 2. Spatial Patterns: What do Geographic 

Distributions Tell Us?

 This is a slightly higher level question for a geographer

 Not just fact reporting/illustrating, but providing the 

ability to draw some conclusion(s)

 How we use the tools and capabilities at our disposal 

determines how effectively we can answer this kind of 

question

Scenario: how can we better 

understand why Mexico City is so 

destructively impacted by earthquakes?

_________________

This is an example of a “how does one 

geographic pattern relate to another” 

kind of question

Red = largest land disturbance at a given time

Red = largest land disturbance at a given time Red = largest land disturbance at a given time
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Red = largest land disturbance at a given time Red = largest land disturbance at a given time

Red = largest land disturbance at a given time Red = largest land disturbance at a given time

Q: What makes this geographic 

visualization effective in answering at 

least part of the “What is Mexico City 

like” question?

What are the key elements of this visualization? 

Scenario: how can we better 

understand the urban impacts of a 

tornado?

_________________

This is one example of answering a 

“what were the key spatial patterns in 

a major event” kind of question
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The path of the May 2013 tornado in Moore, Oklahoma

Red = Destroyed Building

Q: What does this visualization tell us? What 

kinds of understanding are empowered 

through this visualization?

What graphic and analytical choices did Derek Watkins 

make to build this into a useful visualization?

Scenario: how is life expectancy 

changing across the United States?

_________________

This is a great example of geographic 

analysis that can prompt us to ask 

more and better questions

https://www.citylab.com/equity/2017/05/kentucky-is-home-to-the-greatest-declines-in-life-expectancy/525801/

Change in Life Expectancy, 2016

Q: What makes this visualization 

effective? What kinds of understanding 

are empowered through this 

visualization?

Using geographic analysis in this way 

provides a path to deeper understanding

on topics (such as life expectancy) that 

might be often thought of as a national 

statistic only

What can drive local differences?
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Geography as an Analytical Venue: Four 

Questions that Maps Answer Uniquely

 3. Spatial Connections: What Links Events 

Occurring in Different Places?

 Another high level question

 This is reporting on a certain kind of facts, but always 

guided by some understanding of the underlying forces 

at work

 Again, we need to both understand the situation well

and use our visualization capabilities effectively

Scenario: how can we use a geographic 

perspective to better understand gun 

violence?

________________

This is one example of answering the 

“how are things connected” kind of 

question

Q: What does this visualization tell us?

What graphic and analytical choices make this a 

useful visualization?

Scenario: how can we understand the 

network of friendship links that 

connect people across North America?

________________

This kind of visualization has meaning 

for helping us to understand how 

society functions more broadly

By Paul Butler, 2010

https://mapdesign.icaci.org/map-examples/

Visualizing Facebook Friendships
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Q: What does this visualization tell us?

What graphic and analytical choices make this a 

useful visualization?

Geography as an Analytical Venue: Four 

Questions that Maps Answer Uniquely

 4. Spatial Comparisons: What can Comparisons 

of Places Tell Us?

 A final high level question

 This is reporting on a certain kind of facts, but always 

guided by some understanding of the underlying forces 

at work

 Again, we need to both understand the situation well

and use our visualization capabilities effectively

Scenario: how can we make sense of 

climate characteristics for places 

around the country?

_________________

This is a great example of a spatial 

comparison visualization: what makes 

places different from each other?

http://vallandingham.me/multivariate_maps.html

Map of Annual Temperature Profiles

For example, 

compare these 

two profiles

Or these 

two

Q: What makes this visualization helpful 

in understanding climate types across 

the country?
Scenario: how can we make sense of 

what is happening to the American coal 

mining industry?

_________________

This is another example of a spatial 

comparison visualization
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/coal-jobs-in-appalachia/?tid=graphics-story&utm_term=.0ccc37af782c

Perspectives on Coal Mining in the United States, 2015

Q: What makes this visualization helpful 

in understanding the state of coal 

mining across the country?

Two key 

elements here: 

1. mine productivity

(tons per man-hour) 

2. mine type

(surface vs. 

underground)

Overall question prompted by this map: 

how is coal mining different in the 

western US compared to the east?

Two key 

elements here: 

1. mine productivity

(tons per man-hour) 

2. mine type

(surface vs. 

underground)

Times When Maps are not Appropriate

 Are there cases when we should not use a map?

 Maps are great for telling a geographic story

 However, not all situations feature place and space as a 

powerful force

 Basic guideline: if the interesting patterns are not 

geographic, don’t use a map

Remember that there are 

many ways of visually 

representing interesting 

patterns, even outside of 

mapping

https://blog.adioma.com/how-to-think-visually-using-visual-analogies-infographic/

“How To Think Visually Using Visual 

Analogies – Infographic”, by Anna Vital

Here is the 

wide range of 

charting 

options from 

the preceding 

visual thinking 

summary

https://blog.adioma.com/how-to-think-visually-using-visual-analogies-infographic/
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Overall Conclusion

 Geography provides a powerful analytic and 

communication framework, but it must be used in 

the right ways and in the right situations
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